FAC TSH E ET
Hello new friends, We’re prety excited to be included in your dental care
routine for the next 2 weeks and to be on your store shelves. Since we’ll be
spending so much time together, let’s take a moment to get to know each other…

MR BRIGHT IS PEROXIDE FREE
Mr Bright is one of the only teeth
whitening products on the markets
to not contain any form of peroxide
as the active ingredient.
Here are some reasons why we are
peroxide free:

Weakens teeth

Harsh on crowns
and fillings

Causes sensitive
teeth

Bleaches &
irritates the gums

Loss of enamel

BUT WE DIDN’T STOP THERE.
We crammed as many natural ingredients as we could that would make our formula one of the strongest
take-home formulas available. Take a look…
Glycerin: is included for its effectiveness
at delivering teeth whitening agents
deep into the enamel, providing fast
results.

Sodium Bicarbonate: also known as
baking soda, is how we naturally
whiten and clean your teeth.

Cranberry: helps to dissolve plaque,
making it easier for the whitening
agents to penetrate into the enamel

Xylitol: is a natural sweetener helps
to reduce tooth decay and treat dry
mouth.

A l o e V e r a : helps to soothe and
moisturise the mouth.

Organic Peppermint Oil: leaves your
breath smelling and feeling fresh.

Mr Bright wants to be a friend you can always count on and trust. What’s important to you is important
to us. You can always count on us to have products that are:

With all this goodness, it’s easy to assume our formula isn’t as effective as those with peroxide or other harsh chemicals.
But what if we told you our formula can get your teeth up to 8 SHADES WHITER IN 2 WEEKS?

AND THAT WE ARE CLINICALLY PROVEN. Yep, we sat in the dentist chair so you didn’t have to.
Mr Bright also REDUCES TOOTH DECAY DISCOLOURATION & REMOVES DEEP ENAMEL STAINS.

READY TO GET STARTED?

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH
YOU & KEEPING YOU SMILING BRIGHT.
@MRBRIGHTSMILE
/MRBRIGHTSMILE
STEP 4.
Repeat daily for 6
days, then have 1 day
break and repeat the
following week.
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